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(POCKET LINT) - King Digital Entertainment, the company behind the hit mobile game Candy Crush Saga, is moving from King Teker to the New York Stock Exchange to go public. Candy Crush, which is highly addictive on both iOS and Android, generated $568 million in revenue in 2013, with King's revenue of $1.88 billion. That's up from a $1.3 million loss on revenue of $64 million in 2011, before
Candy Crush was released in 2012. With 93 million people playing the game every day, it accounts for 78% of developer revenue. King's move to become a publicly traded company once again highlights what has become of the boom in industry mobile games. This was also evident with the recently closed Flappy Bird, which generated $50,000 in profits for indie developers every day. READ: Candy Crush
Saga Review (iPhone) filed with U.S. stock exchange Commision on Tuesday did not disclose its share price or bank underwriters for the collusion, but noted King is expecting to raise $5 billion. King is hoping the cash from the IPO will bring more money on board for more development. The king will be tasked with developing Farmville and Angry Birds, respectively, and not suffering the same fate as
Zynga and Lovio. The company has had a lot of success with candy crush titles, and it can worry investors about what happens to their bottom line when the game inevitably disappears. King joins other tech companies that are seeking IPOs, including Spotify, Airbnb and Square. Written by: Jake Smith Candy Crush Saga: More tips, hints, tricks to help you crush more candy in both reality and Dreamworld!
Candy Crush Saga is arguably one of the most addictive games created for iPhones and iPads. And if you're sucked into crushing as much candy as we have, you've undoubtedly found yourself stuck at some point in one of hundreds of levels that can be played in a candy crush. With the addition of Dreamworld and new levels, we think it's time to give you ten more tips, hints, and tricks to fix your candy
crush addiction! Aside from the daily spin wheel, there are many ways to get a free booster on the Candy Crush app itself. That's why it's a good time to sign in to your Facebook account on your computer and play occasionally. Not only do you get boosters more often, for some reason the level seems to be somewhat easier on the Facebook version of Candy Crush. This is especially useful if you have
been stuck at a level for quite some time. 2. Buying boosters is much cheaper via Facebook on iPhones and iPads, with a typical booster cost $2. On Facebook, you buy gold bars and cash them in on boosters. A typical booster is 3-5 gold bars via Facebook. You can buy five gold bars for $1. If you're a regular buyer of boosters, you can do the math. You can save a lot of cash buying them through
Facebook. Of course they don't transfer to mobile applications but if you don't mind playing on your computer And again, it's an inexpensive way to play. 3. If you are careful about candy machines releasing bombs, some levels can completely avoid bombs. In general, you can avoid bringing bombs to the game board at all. For example, exchange candy under these machines but do not cancel them if you
can help it. Of course there are a few cases where there may be jelly that you need to remove, but if not, steer clear of the bomb bearing machine and you will find that level much less confusing. 4. Taking the best moves to erase the jelly is sometimes very tempting to exchange candy to erase the jelly that you need to remove. Remember that sometimes combo moves are a better bet and you can erase
multiple jellies instead of one or two. This usually goes with gameplay strategies that say clearing candy from the floor leads to many combos. In other words, if you can choose between clearing the top jelly or clearing the candy at the bottom of the board, we should say go for the ones at the bottom to create a waterfall effect. 5. Don't waste striped candy when licorice is included licorice flakes always stop
dead striped candy on track. Basically, if you blow up striped candy and a piece of licorice is in that row, then nothing is clear after licorice. Using striped candies is a fruitless effort, especially if a piece of licorice is right next to it. If possible, remove the licorice slices in that row before blasting the stripes. 6. Your daily spins will have to collect candy crushes and now give you daily spins to help you collect
boosters. Over time, these boosters can accumulate, so they need to be collected. You can find the daily booster wheel in the main map menu, which displays live counts. 7. If you've played in Dreamworld, you already know that if you've played in Dreamworld, you'll need to watch matched candies balancing the moon's Odus. One thing many people don't notice, however, is that this candy changes every
time it earns a moon-bashing bonus. In other words, if Odus erases all certain colored candies for you, the candy that balances him will change. 8. If you take the time to move and the game usually offers to suck and move suggestions, candy crush assumes that you are stuck. At this point it's going to flash the candy to make the move you can use. Generally the suggested go games offer you are not good
as well, they are downright terrible choices. Instead, you spend extra time looking around the board for something better. You can easily test this theory by waiting a second to make any move. You can quickly see that the movement it proposes is not good. 9. When you combine a coconut wheel with a packaged candy coconut wheel, it appears only at the ingredient level and is one of the only boosters
that can't be made by combining candies. However With packaged candy they make it fairly easy for you to prosting and breaking through many different types of obstacles. Depending on which direction the coconut wheel is facing, combining it with packaged candy will create a whole row of exploding package candies. You'll see why it's a great way to break through difficult blocks easily without wasting a
move. 10. iPhone and iPad life is not synchronized as if you could keep a bunch of Facebook tabs open or change the system time to get more life, you can also switch between your iPhone and iPad. Basically, use all your life on one device and just pick up another one. System time is turned off on a specific device rather than a cloud service that tells you you've just played on another device, so you can
keep switching as many times as you want. More candy crush tips, hints, and tricks if you missed them, we have two more good guides to help you make your way through candy crushes, so don't forget to check them out too! Your candy crush saga tips, hints, and tricks? If you regularly play candy crush sagas, what tips, hints, tricks do you need to share with others? With new levels, boosters, and
obstacles added all the time, you'll always get more tips! Let us know in the comments! There's no doubt about it, games like Candy Crush Saga and Clash of clans are fun, but they can feel like a waste of time. Of course, there's nothing wrong with having fun, but why not multitask by doing something fun and rich? Here are a handful of applications for phones and tablets that are not only fun to use, but
they can help you achieve real goals, too. Whether you're learning an instrument, trying to shape it, or trying to find a mate, this app will help you do this while providing fun. 1. Zombies, run! It doesn't have to be hard to find an exercise app in the app store, but there won't be zombies in the apps you can find. This app is recommended to run by making zombies look hot on their tails. The novel is played
through a series of missions with actors and sound effects that create a world overrun by the undead. You indicate the starting runners to collect supplies to build your base. Between missions, the app plays music on your phone, so it's like the best of all worlds: radio play, collectible-on-tone movement games, music app rolled all into one. There's no better way to get in shape and stimulate your
imagination. Try it for Android or iOS here. 2. Memrise This fun educational app features more languages than you can learn in your lifetime, including Spanish, French, Chinese and even Klingon and Dothraki. Its ambitious promise is that you can learn 44 words per hour, bulking up your language skills in record time. And because some people learn better with visual cues and others learn by rotten
repetition, the app features all the right games Learning of style. It even recognizes how you learn best and adapts your presentation to your style. Pretty smart. So instead of earning pointless achievements in games like Candy Crush Saga, you end up learning real valuable information. Here I give you a try for Android and iOS. 3. Dragon Box Deeds I think we can all agree that majore can be a topic that
wraps around your mind. This ingenious app begins to look like a puzzle game that has manipulated its shape to progress. When you play, the idea remains the same, but the shape is slowly replaced by symbols and numbers. Before you know it, you're solving a real number equation. The game comes in two different flavors, one for kids over 5, and another for crowds over the age of 12. Right away:
Dragonbox can teach 5-year-olds how to solve the dae mathematical equation. Pretty neat, right? Try it out here for Android or iOS. 4. Tinder If you've been in the dating pool for years, you won't know exactly what the deal is with Tinder. In short, it is an app that makes finding dates interesting. When you create an account, upload a photo of you and link your Facebook account. It then offers an almost
endless stream of photos of nearby people who may be interested in dating. You simply swipe your own photos to say whether you are interested or not. Then, if they both show interest in each other, you can use the app to send messages. Swiping to find a date is not all different from swiping to match candy? But if you can find a future spouse, Tinder will probably make better use of your time. Try it out
here for Android or iOS. 5. Piano tutor You should always learn to pull Beethoven and play the piano, but if you do not have time, this app can provide a good introduction. Even if you don't have a keyboard to connect to it, it can teach you an amazing number of basics through the games offered by the app. With four game modes that make learning fun, the app allows you to read sheet music, practice
rhythms, test pitch perception, and learn to play songs. If you have a MIDI keyboard, you can connect to your iPhone or iPad to play games with your physical keyboard. Grab this app on iOS here. Check out the tech cheat sheet on Facebook @CheatSheetChris Chris on Twitter! More from entertainment cheat sheet sheets
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